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1
I

2

PLAINTIFFS MOTIONS TO COMPEL DEFENDANTS TO
RETAIN SEPARATE COUNSEL AND TO SEEK ARBITRATION

3

DURING THE CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST.

As noted previously by Plaintiffs , it is almost ludi-

4

5 crous that Post, Kirby, Noonan and Sweat are supposedly represent6 ing all of the Defendants they claim to be.

In fact, they are onl

·7 representing Karl Samuelian and Frank Clark and Parker, Milliken,
8 Clark, O Hara and Samuelian, because of their political involve9 ments with both George Bush and Governor Deukmej ian.

Any other lawyer representing Defendants Myrna Jaro, Mon
10
11 son Hayes, or Sean Maloy would have already stipulated that what-

,,

12 ever claimed wrongful acts occurred, occurred dua to the legal ad13 vice'' and compulsion upon such Defendants by Karl Samuelian )control
I

14
15

ling Maxwells Board of Directors and all the Officers and employee
of Maxwell.

These Defendants

,

.

16

.

letters and phone calls to Attorney
.

.

Al O Rourke are replete with references such as You were told by

17 Karl, ••• Karl said ••• Parker, Milliken informed you •.• Company Coun,.
18 sel told you, etc.

Plaintiffs do not want to be vindictive against these

19

20 Defendants in any manner.

21

11

Monson or''Monty'Hayes is simply a

Good time Charlie'' or the person who ''wines and dines'" Maxwell's

22 customers. Sean Maloy is extremely young and naive, and"Dragon
,,
23 Lady Myrna Jaro simply has a personality clash with Attorney Al

24 O'R ourke.

These individuals haven't the foggiestidea that their

25 actions ( taken along with Karl at his insistence) are illegal to

26

~

as well.

However, the Law makes no distinction between prin-

27 cipals and agents in a corrupt scheme of Securities Frauds.
28

Attorney Al O Rourke has even told these Defendants to

1

get other counse·1 to protect them from Karl's acts and compulsions

2

upon them.
Moreover, any objective or independent lawyer would have

3

4

already made the recommendation to Maxwell and to such Defendants

5

to get new legal counsel, because of Karl's and Frank Clark's and

6

Parker, Milliken, Clark, O'Hara and Samuelian's attorney/client

7

relationship with the O'Rourkes and each and every Plaintiff.
Any objective lawyer or Court in California would cer-

8

9
10

tainly be familiar with Rule2-llJ. .of the Rules of Professional
conduct .

11

Karl and Frank Clark and their law firm Parker, Milliken

12

Clark, O'Hara and sarnuelian have repeatedly claimed RORACK and Dr.

13

Raymond

14
15

es are "no longer Clients •••• We owe you nothing ••• Al's your lawyer

now, etc." while all the while getting promissory notes and

16

$5,000. payments secretly from Alan Kolb!(Plaintiffs' Exhibit_).

17

c.

0~ uurke and Albert O'Rourke and the Plaintiff business

Moreover, Rule 2-111 (herein enclosed as Plaintiffs'

\# )

18

Exhibit

19

sonable steps to avoid forseeable prejudice to the rights of his

20

client" when withdrawing.

21

quite clearly states that an attorney must take "rea-

In the Instant Case, Karl's actions have been ludicrous-

22

ly prejudicial in the extreme!

23

Plaintiffs to protect his interests po1itica11y with George Bush

24

and Governor George Deukrnejian and his business interests with

25

Goldman Sachs and Peter saccerdote, Security Pacific National

26

Bank and Gray, Cary, Ames and Frye.

27

at work "behind the scenes" to get rid of the "troublemaking"

28

O'Rourkes, who are his own Clients.

In short, Karl has always injured

In fact, Karl is constantly

1

Furthermore, Maxwell shareholders(and not simply the

•

2

Officers and Directors)are Karl s ·c1ients as well.

3

them ever authorized Karl to swindle them out of their shareholder

1

Which one of

4 dissenter rights, their stockholder's equity in Maxwell, their
5 share price of Maxwell, etc.?
6

Yet Karl claims to have "withdrawn" from such properly

7 leaving the "day to day legal chores" to either junior members of
8

Parker, Milliken, Clark, O'Hara, and Samuelian or other San Diego

9

Law Firms, while he merrily raises millions of dollars for Gover-

10

nor Deukmejian and George Bush, some of it even raised by manipu-

11

lation of Maxwell's stock price.

12
13

14
15

such is also in violation of Rule 5-101, i.e., "Avoiding
adverse interest" (Plaintiffs' Exhibit

jL_).

Having created a "nightmarish" legal maze• of businesses
for Dr. Raymond c. O'Rourke( i.e., the Plaintiffs' businesses)

16 Karl simply "walks away" without giving a full and proper Disclo17

sure to Plaintiffs of those adverse steps he is going· to take

18

against them through Dr. O'Rourke's own business partner, Dr. Kolb

19

Further, he even tells Dr. Kolb tonhave nothing to doqwith Plain-

20

tiffs, seeks out (through Post, Kirby, Noonan and sweat) Declara-

21

tions from Dr. Kolb which can only subject Dr. Kolb and supposedly

22

removed Client RORACK and Raymond O'Rourke, to numerous litiga-

23

tions, sanctions, legal fees, etc.

Further, he instructs the

24 Board of Directors of Maxwell to have no contact with Plaintiff,
25

hides Plaintiffs' business records at Maxwell (perhaps even

26 shredding some), conspires to destroy Plaintiffs continually, etc.
27
28

Further, Karl is in flagrant violation of numerous Federal Laws by such attorney misconduct.

Not only is he in viola-

1

tion of u.s. Securities Laws, i.e., Section 10 B 5, 1934 Securitie

2

Act, but also 42 u.s.c. 1983 in soliciting and corrupting members

3

of the Los Angeles Securities and Exchange Commission from stoppin

4

Maxwell's stock manipulations, threatening Plaintiffs for raising

5

what is their own Federal Right, etc.

6

Further, Karl is also in violation of 31 u.s. c. 3729,

7

i.e., the "False Claims Act" for "puffing" Maxwell up to be some-

8

thing that it never was, spending millions of dollars on bogus

9

S.D.I. related programs at Maxwell while telling the Government

10

that such were necessary for "National security", etc.

11

Attorney Al O'Rourke is not a raving "nut" as claimed b

12

Karl and the other Defendants.

13

Bush and Gov, George Deukmejian that they have ignored the "pie

14

in the sky" and "Emperor's new clothes" aspects of Maxwell based

15

upon Karl's assertions (especially when receiving campaign contri-

16

butions through Karl).

17

Securities Fraud Cases are just now 1coitlng out of .the woodwork'so

18

to speak •

19

It is a sad comment about George

In fact, these Defense Fraud Cases and

In fact, other lawyers as Karl well knows have started

20

to File similar Actions.

21

of Los Angeles, Co-director of the Center for Law in the Public

22

Interest (Los Angeles), Attorney Herbert Hafif of Claremont, Rob-

23

24

·e rt s. Kilborne of Claremont, etc. in regard to such other "Hoaxe "
Kolb
as the''steal th Bomber" (which Alan/and Ray both either worked on

25

or were aware of in the "Skunk Works" at Lockheed in the 1960's.

-26

such attorneys include John R. Phillips

Such were hoaxes then in the 60's and remain so in the l980's.

27

Furthermore, Karl cannot claim to be "duped" by "Rascal scienti-

28

sts".

Maxwell's own Officer and Director in years past, Mr.

1

N. "Fred" Wikner, friend of Ray's and Alan Kolb's, told Karl and

2

Frank Clark years ago about these "Defense Hoaxes".

3

Neither Karl, Frank Clark, or any member of Parker,

4

Milliken, Clark, O'Hara and Samuelian has any intention of telling

5

the Government the truth about what is occurring constantly at

6

Maxwell, i. e .

absolutely nothing of any Defense importance.

It

7 is simply too easy to "Wrap .themselves in the flag", claim "of
8

course you can't see anything at Maxwe11 ••• it•s National security

9

... 'Ibp Secret ••• It's guarded night and day in Building x ..• oht

10

You mean Building X was torn down ten

11

be in Building Y ••• or wherever it is and whatever .it is." etc.

12

years ago? ••• Then it must

such obvious "Emperor's new clothes games" are going to

13 be the final testament of these Republican Administrations, i.e.
14

Deukmejian's and Bush's.

15

Just wait until the American Public sees the "Stealth

16 Bomber" and then says "But I thought that such came out in 1949?

17

... It's a flying wing •••• and wasn't it even in "War of the Worlds"

18 that science fiction movie".
19

The point of all this is that there does exist

a dis-

20 tinct method for the Courts. to stop all this foolishness, Govern21 ment fraud, Tax Payor "rip offs", etc.

Such method is the Con-

22 structive Trust, which Plaintiffs have asked for in regard to
23 Maxwell.

Further, any Court Arbitrator or Referee could simply

24 report to the Court that the O'Rourkes• Allegations are not sim25 ply "nuts" but entirely correct and valid.

Hence, Mandatory Arbi-

26 tration would be the remedy imposed by State Court, while protect-

27 ing Maxwell's assets and its shareholders, until such Report' was
28 made, by prohibiting Maxwell's Officers, and Directors and Parker,

1

Milliken, Clark, O'Hara, and Samuelian from transferring millions

2

of Maxwell's dollars and the shareholders' property, to companies

3

such as IRT which are bankrupt for all intents and purposes, and

4

where the bought-up property is itself worthless.

5

Hence, in conclusion, the Court shouid demand that Defen

6

dants obtain separate counsel, that Arbitration and a Constructive

7 Trust be issued against Maxwell during any litigation whether in
8

State or Federal Court or in any Administrative Review.period, i.e

9

s.E.C., Department of Defense, u.s. Attorney's Office, etc., and
/or remand this Case back to State Court (San Diego Superior Court •

10
DECLARATION

11

I, Attorney Al O'Rourke do hereby declare that the fore-

12
13

going is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief

14

and is

15

California 92037, this

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26

27
28

sworn to be such under penalty of perjury at La Jolla,

l2. .~

day of October, 1988.
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P/\H'l'NER.';HIP AGEEEfmtn:
AGHEE!-JEN'r

made as of January 1, 1967, between

Hay11:011d C. 0' Hourkc, of Belmont, Mas sa.chuset ts ( "O' Hour1rn")
and Alan C. Kolb-, of Landover, Ma.ryland ( "Kolb 11 ) , here:i.nafter sometimes referred to as "Partner" or "Partners."

WI T N E
WHEREAS,

S

S E T H :

O'Rourke and Kolb desire to invest certRiri

of their assets and pro'perties jointly and to share in the
income therefrom, and
WHEHEAS, 0'

Rourke and Kolb desire to establh;b a

partnership and to become partners thereof for the pttrpose
of handling certain of their investments,
NOW, THEREFORE, O'Rourke and Kolb hereby agree to
establish the partnership hereinafter described, wrd. ch shall
be governed and - operated pursuant to the terms and provisions
hereinafter set forth.
1.

Name and Business
The Partners do hereby form a partnership under

the name and style of

11

Rorn.ck Co." for the purpose of invP.st-

ing and trading, on margin or otherwise, in capital stock,
bonds, noteG, debentures, trust receipts and other obligations,
cho ses in action, inst1~uments or other ev:ldences of lndebted-

ness, rights and obligations, commoditlcs and commodity
contracts and all other similar type instruments which are
commonly refc:rrecl to a·s sc:curities (all such items be ing

....

here1naftcr collectively called "Securities").
2.

Powers
In addition to the powers required to invest

in Securities as described in paragraph 1 hereof, the
partnership shall also have the power to possess, transfer,
mortgage, pledge or otherwise deal in, and to exercise all
rights, powers, privileges and other incidents of ownership
or possession with respect to, Securities held or owned by
the partnership; to borrow or raise moneys and, from time
I

to time without limit as to amount, to issue, accept, endorse
I

and execute promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange,
bonds and other negotiable or non-negotiable instruments or
other evidences of indebtedness and to secure the payment
th~reof by mortgage, pledge or otherwise; to lend any of
its properties or funds, either with or without security;
to have and maintain one or more offices within or without
. the Cornmom,ealth of Massachusettu and in connection therewith
to acquire office space, enc;age per-s onnel •and to do such
other acts and things as the Partners may deem necessary in
connection therewith; and to ent.er into, make an~ perform
all contracts, agreements and other undertakin~s . as may be
necessary or advisable incident to the carrying out of the
foregoin~ objects and purposes.

3.

Term
The partnership shall begin as of the date set

.forth herein ancl shall terminate 20 years from said date,

2

unles s ot herwise t erminated sooner a s provided herein.
11.

Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the partnership shall be

the calendar year.

5.

Capj tal
(a)

Each Partner has, prior to or on the date

hereof, paid, assigned and/or conveyed by way of contributiori to the pa rtnership cash and/or Securj.ties having a
value equal to the aggregate amount set forth opposite such
Partner's name in Schedule I hereto annexed, and the other
I

Partner hereby acknowledges receipt by the partnership of
such contribution.

The aggregate of all such contributions

shall be, and hereby is agreed to be, available to the
·partnership to carry out the objects and purposes of the
partnersl?ip.
(b) · Each Partner who has contributed or may
hereafter contribute Securities to the partnership has
furnished, or will shortly after the date of any such contribution furnish, to the partnership evidence as to his dates
of acquisition of such Securities, his ownershi~ thereof and
his adjusted basis thereof for Federal income tax purposes.
(c)

There shall be established for each Partner

on the books of the partnership a separate capital account
which shall include the initial capital contribution to the
partnership, any subsequent capital contributions and any and
all additions to or reductions of such ~ccount. All ca pi t al

3

contributions shall be credited to the capital account of
the Partners at the respective values tl1ercof acreed upon
in writing between the partnership and the contributing
Partners.

Neither Partner shall withdraw any part of his

capital account without the consent of all the Partners.
If the capital account of a Partner bec6mes impaired, his
share of subsequent partnership proceeds shall be first
credited to his capital account until that capital account
has been restored before such proceeds , are credited to his
inc·ome account.

Upon the demand of either Partner, the

capital accounts of the Partners . shall be maintained at all
times in the proportions in which the Partners share in
the profits and losses of the partnership.

For the purposes .

only of partnership accountine and any accounting amen~ the
Pa1•tners (expressly _excluding any accounting of liabilities
for Federal .or State income tax purposes covered by subparagraph
(d)), any gain or loss realized during any fiscal year by the
partn~rship from the sale of any Securities contributed by
the Partners shall be credited or charged to the account of
each of the Partners in the proportion in which they share
.profits and losses . hereunder.
(d)

Any gain or loss realized during any fiscal

year by the partnership from the sale of any Securities
contributed to the partnership by the Partners shall, for
Feder~l or State income tax purposes; be allocated between

4

the contributing Partner and all of the Partne rs (including
such contributing Partner), as followc:

(i)

any such gain or loss attributable

to the difference between the contributing Partner's
adjusted basis for such Securities and the value thereof
at the time of their contribution (as set forth in Schedule I
or in any amendments or supplements to said schedule) shall
be allocated to such contributing Partner; and
(ii) any such gain or loss .attributable
to the difference between the value of such Securities
at the tim_e of their contribution (determined as provided
in clause (i) above) and the proceeds realized by the
partnership from the sale thereof shall be allocated among
all the Partners (including such contributing Partner) in
the proportion in which the Partners share profits and
losses of the partnership.

6.

Profits and Losses
The net profits of the pa~tnership shall be

divided equally between the Partners and the net losses
shall be borne equally by them. · A separate income account
shall be maintained for each PartrieP, and the partnersh:ip
profits an d lo sses s h a ll b e cre d i t e d or ch arge d to th e

separate income account of each Partner.

If a Partner has

no credit balance in his income account, losses shall be
charged to his capitai account.

Profits and losses shall

be determined in accordance with gene r ally accept e d accountin g

5

practices nnd procedures.

7.

Distributions and Salaries
Each Partner may from time to time withdraw

the credit balance in his income account or any portion
thereof.

No additional share of proceeds shall inure to

either Pa1·tner by reason of his capital or income account being
in excess of the capital or income account of the other.
Neither Pa~tner shall receive any salary for services rendered
to the partnership.

8.

Interest
No interest shall be paid on the initial contri-

butions to the capital of the partnership oi on any subsequent capital contributions.

9.

Manan;ement~ Duties and Restrictions
. The Partners shall have equal rights in the

management of the partnership business.

Neither Partner

shall, without the _consent of the other Partner, endorse any
note, or -act as an accommodation party, or otherwise become
surety for any person.

Without the consent of the other

Partner, neither Partner shall on behalf of the partnership borrow or lend money, or make, deliver or accept any co~nercial
paper, or execute any mort g Rg e, bond or lease, or purch a se or
contract to purchase, or sell or contract to sell any property
for or or the partnership other than the type of property
bought and sold in the regular course of its business.

Neither

.

Partner shall, except with the consent of the other Partner,
assic;n, mortgage or sell his share in the partnership or in
6

r

its capital assets or property, or enter into any agreement
as a result of which any person shall become interested with
him in the partnership, or do any act detrimental to the
best interests of the partnership or which would make it
impossible to carry on the ordinary business of the partnership.
10.

Accounts
All funds of the partnership shall be deposited

in its name in such checking account or accounts as shall
be designated by the Partners.

All withdrawals therefrom
I

are to be made upon checks signed by 1either Partner.

Either

Partner may conduct accounts, including margin accounts,
with brokers.
11.

Books
The partnership books shall be maintained at

the principal office o~ the partnership, which shall be
located at 9300 Ardmore Road, Landover, Maryland, and each
-Partner shall at all times have access thereto.

The books

shall be closed and balanced at the end of each fiscal year.
An audit shall be made as of the closing date.
12.

Termination
The partnership shall be terminated on the date

herein set forth for such termination and may -be dissolved and
terminated at any time prior thereto
Partners.

by

agreement of the

In the event of a voluntary dissolution of the

partnership or upon t~rmination at the expiration date hereof,
the Partners shall proceed with reasonable promptness and
due diligence to liquidate and wind up the affairs and busine~s

7

of the pa rtn er ship.

'rhe partne rship name shall be sol d or

transferred with the other as s ets of the business, unless
the Partners otherwise agree.

The assets and properties of

the partnersld.p business shall be used and distributed in
the follo wing manner and order: .
(a)

to pay or provide for the payment of all

partnership liabilities to creditors of the partnership
who are not Partner~ and all liquidating expenses and
obliEations;
(b)

to pay or provide for the payment of all

partnership liabilities to creditors of the partnership
who are Partners;
(c)

to equalize the income accounts of the

(d)

to distribute the balance of the income

Partners;

accounts of the Partners;
(e)

to equalize the capital accounts of the

(f)

to distribute the balance of the capital

Partners;

accounts to the Partners.
13.

Death, Retirement or Insanitt
Either Partner shall have the ri ght to retire

from the partnership at the end of any fiscal year.

Written

notice of intention to retire shall be served upon the other
~artncr at his address as shown in the records of the

8

- - ------ - -

-

partnership at least three 1nonths before the end of the
fiscal year.

The death, retirement or insanity of either

Partner shall dissolve . the partnership, and as soon as
practicable thereafter the partnership business shall be
liquidated and wound up and th~ assets and properties of
the partnership shall be distributed in the same manner
and order as stated in paragraph 12 with reference to
termination.

Notwithstanding anything in this paragraph

13 to the contrary, in .the event of the death of a Partner,
the surviving Partner may at his option, exercised by
I

written notice to the executor or administrator of the
decedent within three months after the death of the
decedent, elect to continue the partnership with the estate
or designated beneficiary of the decedent to succeed the
decedent as

a partner

hereof, and 1f _the executor or such

designated benificiary consents to such continuance, this
. partnership shall not be dissolved but shall continue in
accordance with the terms and provisions hereof and said
estate or designated beneficiary shall succeed to all the
rights and shall bear all of the obligations of . the
decedent hereunder.

14.

Reliance by Third Parties
Third parties dealing with the partnership are

entitled to rely conclusively on the power and authority of
each Partner

15.

as herein set forth.
Arbitration
Any controveray, dispute or claim arising out
9

....

of or rclatinc; to this . agrce r,1ent, or the breach thereof,
shall be submitted to and settled by arbitrators in accordance with the rules then obtainine; of the American J\rbitration AGsociation, and judgment upon the award rendered
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

16.

Miscellaneous
(a)

Each Partnir shall be entitled to reimburse-

ment from the partnership for any expenditures properly
made or incurred in corinection with the partnership business
and will be exonerated and indemnified by the partner~hip
I

for any obligations properly incurred by him in connection
with the partnership business.
(b)

Title to the assets and properties of the

partn0rship may be held in the name of the partnership or
any nominee of the partnership.
( c )·

Each Partner shall have an equal vote in

any decision requiring partnership authority or action, and
no amendment, modification or supplement to this agreement
may be made without the approval of all Partners.
(d)

Nothing herein shall _prohibit any of the

Partners from - carrying on or participating in any other
business of such Partner's choice, whether similar hereto
or not.
(e)

Any assignment by any Partner of his

interest or any portion thereof in the partnership, or
any rights hereunder, without the cons_ent of the other
Partner, shall be -deemed to be a voluntary termination of
10

the partnership, and the partnersh.ip shalJ. thereupon be
liquidated and the assets thereof distr:Lbutecl in the manner
and order provided in paragraph 12 with reference to termination.
.(f)

No Partner shall mortgac;e, pledge or

encumber his interest in the partnership or any of the
assets or properties of the partnership without the written
consent of the other Partner.
(g)

The attachment of tpe interest of any

Partner in this partnership or the property thereof by a
judcment, creditor or by any person claiming a lien thereon,
or the filing of an involuntary petition in bankruptcy
against a Partner or the appointment of- any receiver in any
bankruptcy proceadings against a Partner, unless within
30 days after the date of such attachment, filing or appointment, as the case may be, such attachment shall have been
· discharged or such other proceeding shall have been dismissed,
or the filing of a petition in bankruptcy by a Partner or
the use of any insolvency acts by a Partner which affect his
interest _h erein shall ips<?,_ facto be deemed for all purposes
to be and shall be a voluntary termination of the partnership,
and the partnership shall thereupon he liquidated and the
assets thereof distributed in the manner. end order provided
in parai;raph 12 w-i th reference to termination.
(h)

Upon the distribution of the assets of the

· partnership in liquidation thereof, the value of any assets

11

.--.._
I

'

distributed to the Par t ners sh a ll be the fair value thereof,
determined in the case of Sec urities from the then current
market values thereof if a market exists for such Securities,
and if and to the extent that any dispute or controversy
shall arise as to the fair value, such dispute or controversy
shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 15 above.

If any assets are distributed

in kind to the Partners on liquidation, they shall be distributed to the Partners insofar as practicable in the relative
proportions in which the Partners share in the profits and
losses of the partnership.
(i)

The mutual rights and obligations of the

Partners shall be subject to the provisior1s of the Uniform .
Partnership Act as in force from time to time in the State
of Maryland, except where inconsistent with or otherwise
governed by the provi~ions of this agreement.
(j)

Each Partner acknowledges and agrees that

he is obligated to make his proportionate contribution to
the partnership to the extent necessary for the payment of
all liabilities and obligations of the partnership: including
those to any other Partner.
(k)

Any notice required hereunder to be given

to any Partner may be either served personally upon hir:1 or
sent by registered mail to his last known post office address
as ~hewn on the reriords of the partnership.

(1)

Except as otherwise ptovidcd herein, the

12

rights ancl obli r;ations of the part:les hcr8to sha11 inure
to tile benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto
and the respective heirs, executors, admini~trators,
successors and assigns.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto
set their hands and seals as of the day and year first above
written.
.
. I I ,1<) r·
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51 Spring Valley Road
Belmont, Massachusetts
I...
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c:7(o 1b
Address: 9300 Ardmore Road
Alan

Landover, Maryland

[L.S.]
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PAR'l'NERSHIP AGREEi-iEW1'
RORJ\CK CO.

1.

Contribution of Raymond

c.

O'Rourke

$50,000

l,000 shares of Common Stock of
EG&G, Inc.
2.

Contribution of Alan C. Kolb

$50,000

13,250 shar e s of Common Stock of

Maxwell Laboratories, Inc. *

* The shares contributed by Kolb are held in escrow
pursuant to the regulations of the Commissioner of
Corporations of the State of California. Kolb has
irrevocably assigned all of his rir;hts therein to .
Roraclc Co.
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~MAXWEll

MAXWELL LABORATORIES, I NC. 8835 Balboa Avenue • San Diego, California 92123 • Phone 619/279·5100 TVvX 910·335·2063

July 8, 1983

Mr . Karl M. Samuelian
Parker, Milliken, Clark & O'Hara
Two Century Pl~za, Suite 2600
2049 Century Park East
Los Angeles, California 90067
Dear Karl:
Enclosed is my check #3171 in the amount
of $5,000 . 00 in payment of the Rorack note which
you transmitted to me . in your letter of July 5,
1983.
Sincerely,

-~
Alan C. Kolb
ACK:mj
Enclosure (check)
cc:

j
I

8835 BALBOA AVENUE 279-5100
SAN DIEGO. CALIF. 92123

I

.\

July 8,

-

1 9_83

-~~~~

PARKER, MILLIKEN, CLARK & O'HARA
I s· 5,000.00
FIVE THOUSAND ·AND N0/100--------------------~=---DOLLARS
- - _- ..

·! ~~~:!'~~

j

3171

DR. ALAN C. KOLB

,,

.,

Dr. Raymond C. O'Rourke
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July 10, 1967

Mr. Paul P. Brountas
Hale and Dorr
60 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
Dear Mr. Brountas:

In c-onnection with the recent correspondence and discus•
sions regarding the Computrad matter, lt now appears to us that the
· simplest manner of handling the situation would be to organize a ·
limited partnership in which Computrad would be the general partner
and the investors, of which there will only be three or four, would be
the limited partners. Under this arrangement Cornputrad could receive a nominal interest in the profits and losses of, say, 1 % or 2%, .
and the balnnce could be allocated to the investors under an arrange ment wherein in the event the investors have any losses, they receive
profits in an amount equal to the losses prior to the time that Computrad
participates in the prorits.
We see no legal problems of any kind
involved in this suggestion and the only technical formality would be
that Computrad, if it has not already done so and I assume it has,
should qualify to do businc?ss in California.
I would appreciate hearing trom you as to your thoughts
with regard to this suggestion as it seems to us to constitute a very
simple manner of accomplishing what all of us have in mind.
By a copy of this letter I am asking Alan to give me a tele.;.
phone call to bring me up-to -date as to the status of the Computrad
work with respect to Xerox.

With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,·

FWC:ik
Air Mail

cc.

Dr. Alan C. Kolb
Or. Vernon H. Blackman

Frank W. Clark, Jr.

8835 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
January 5, 1983

Dr. Raymond C. O'Rourke
7949 Lowry Terrace
La Jolla, California 92037
Dear Ray:
I have your letter of December 29. As you know well,
I too am anxious to wind up Rorack's affairs. Both I and
Roger Lustberg, on my behalf, have conveyed my position
to you and Al on numerous occasions; and I reiterate that
I would like nothing better than to dissolve Rorack as
quickly as this can be accomplished.

--}

/
You also know from my previous communications that I \
( am not interested in selling my proporti_o nate interest in ~~
Rorack's holding of Maxwell stock and that I will not consent
to any such sale. At-the same time, I don't wish to be an
obstacle preventing you from selling
portion of Rorack's
Maxwell stock and, with this in mind,
ave previously
suggested a solution which I honestly believe will accommodate both of our positions and which I will repeat here.
I propose that we agree that Rorack's Maxwell stock be
distributed to each of us on a fifty-fifty basis pending
the final dissolution of Rorack and distribution of its
remaining assets. As soon as Rorack's Maxwell stock is
transferred, each of us would be free to sell .or hold our
individual shares as we might wish.

yluh

I have enclosed copies of the documentation that
Maxwell's transfer agent would require to transfer one-half
of Rorack's stock to each of us. We both need to sign both
the stock power and the certificate of partnership status
and have our signatures guaranteed on each by our respective
bank or stockbroker. We should then send these forms to
Mr. Dudley Higby, Assistant Vice President, Union Bank,
3810 Wilshire Blvd., 20th floor, Suite 2001, Los Angeles,
California 90010, so that the transfer can be completed
as quickly as possible.

I sincerely believe that my proposal is fair to both
of us and hope that you will give it careful consideration.

Wi~~regards,
Alan C. Kolb
ACK:mj

MAXWELL LABORATORIES, INC.
8835 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123

Notice of Special Meeting of Shareholders
To be Held on December 28, 1983

To the Shareholders of Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.:
A Special Meeting of Shareholders of Maxwell Laboratories, Inc., a California
corporation ( "Maxwell"), will be held on December 28, I 983 at the Kona Kai
Club, 1551 Shelter Island, San Diego, California at 2:00 p.m., local time. The
purpose of the special meeting will be to consider and vote upon the principal terms
of the proposed merger of S-CUBED, a California corporation, with and into
Maxwell pursuant to the provisions of a Plan and Agreement of Merger and related
Agreement of Merger, all as more panicularly described in the enclosed Joint Proxy
Statement. .
A description of cenain provisions of Chapter 13 of the California General
Corporation Law, penaining to possible rights of dissenting shareholders if the
proposed merger is approved and consummated, is included in the accompanying
Joint Proxy Statement. See "Proposed Merger-Rights of Dissenting Shareholders". The accompanying Joint Proxy Statement is incorporated by reference in
this Notice.
Only shareholders of record at the close of business on November 23, I 983 are
entitled to notice of and to vote at the special meeting and any adjournment or
adjournments thereof.

By Order of the Board of Directors

Karl M. Samuelian
Secretary
November 30, 1983
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THE SPECIAL MEETING. IF
YOU DO NOT EXPECT TO ATTEND THE SPECIAL MEETING, PLEASE
COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ENCLOSED PROXY AND RETURN IT
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IN THE ENCLOSED ENVEI,.OPE, WHICH REQUIRES NO POSTAGE IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES.
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Alberto. O'Rourke, Esq.
7949 Lowry Terrace
La Jolla, California 92037

... ·......

Dear Mr, O'Rourke;
Karl samuelian has asked me to respond to· yQur mail~
gram to him of April 19, 1983 concerning the referenQe. to
Dr. Kolb's beneficial interest in Rorack ·co. that appears in
the prospectus for Maxwell's recent public of feri~~

.

,,,'"'.-

-~...
;,.
:.;;

.

·;_...·.;'/
. ·: ·. ·.

~:!-.. :
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,

.
In your mailgram you make reference to the. following ·
statement, which appears on page 16 of the prospectu• · aq a
·
footnote to the table of beneficial ownership· of Maxw~ll stock:

......- ..:,
• !'"!

1

"(4) . Includes 13,500 shares held of record by

:::

Rorack, a partnership in· which Dr. Ko;b . ·.: ,
has a. 501 interest. · Dr. Kolb has shared · · ;
voting and dispositive power wi~h ~esp~~~
·to the 13·,_soo shares held by Rorack.·11
·· /:r · ·
4

As you may know, It.em 403 . of Securities. an4· Exchange
Commission Regulation S-K requires that a prospectu1li':~filed · as
part of a registration statement urider the Securities Act of
.1933 contain information regarding the 1'benef icial ownership"
of se·c urities b_y the subject company's management. ··. Item 403 .
of Regulation s-K refers to Securities and Exchange Commission
Rule 13d~3 , for the definition of the term "beneficial ownership"
as it is used in this context. · Rule 13d-3 provides. in relevent
part that:
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PARKER , MILLIKEN, CLARK & O'HARA
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Alberto. O'Rourke, Esq.
April 26, 1983
Page Two

•

•
·•
• a
beneficial owner . of a security includes any
person who, directly or indirectly, through any contract,
arrangement, understanding, relationship, or otherwise
has or shares:
0

( 1)
Voting power which includes the power -to vote·, .
or to direct the voting of, such security; and/or
(2) ' Investment power which includes the power to
dispose, or to direct ·the disposition of, such security."
(Emphasis added.)

Under Paragraph 9 of the Rorack Co. Partnership
Agreement dated January 1, 1967, each partner has equal rights
in the management and conduct of the partnership business, and
would, accordingly, have shared voting and dispositive power
~- : · .;:.' >:i,_
with respect to · shares . of stock ·owned by the partnership~ The · . ,.·. ·';, ·::; :, '
right of a partner to vote shares of stock owned by the partner,;. ;: , ; · ,.,,?'· ;
ship is recognized in California Corporations Code Section 704, .: ·· _. ; _· : ;:,.:_,,
which provides, in pertinent part, that:
• '_ . . . · .
~--\. .
-

·;

-

.;

If only one. [partner] votes, such act ·.
binds all;

"(1)

If· more than . one vote, the · ~ct of ~he _: . '·
·· majority so voting binds all1

(2) .

If more than one vote, but the vote is ,
evenly split on any particular matter,
each faction may vote the securities
· in question proportionately,"
.l

.i ' .

•

Section 2-508 of the Corporations and Associations Article of
the Maryland Code contains analogous provisions.

-..
. ... •·.

,,

.

In view of the foregoing, it is apparent that Regu-

"

;

lation S-K and Rule 13d-3 required that the 13,500 MAxwell shares - . - · ..
. held by Rorac~ Go. be included among · the Maxwell_ sha~es shown to . :=-

be · "beneficially owned" by Dr. Kolb in the table contained in the -· ·
Maxwell prospectus. The footnote to which . you refer in your
mailgram, and which is set out in full above, explains: the basis
for the inclusion of the Rorack ·shares in the table 1 and does
not in any way state or imply that Dr. Kolb has any dir~ct

·'.
.

PARKER, MILLIKEN, CLARK

& O'HARA

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

.

Alberto. O'Rourke, Esq.
April 26, 1983
Page Three

ownership interest in these shares. To the contrary, · the . foot- · ·
note clearly indicates that these shares are held by Rorack Co.
(Incidentally, if Dr. O'Rourke had been required to be includeq
in the table, under the SEC rules he too would have been shown··.
as a "beneficial owner" of the Rorack shares by virtue · of the
shared voting and dispositive power he possesse~ as a partner.)

RHL:bh

cc:

• 1 - .

Dr. Alan C. Kolb .
Mr. Franci~ Radford
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COVER STORY
PART4

Fruitful Fallout of 'Star Wars'
SUMMARY: What have clvlllana got to show for the multlbllllon-clollar
strategic defense research effort? A laser with medical uses, ceramic
auto engine parts and advances In energy storage are several of the
spin-offs. Stlll, critics question the means of developln& such fruits.

r

ing, the Medical Free Electron Laser. Other
advances have come in areas as diverse as
computer miniaturization, food irradiation
and power storage.
A small item with large potential may '
have been developed by Tom Sullivan, a
San Diego-based inventor. "I had an SDI
contract to develop fiber-reinforced ceramics;' he says. "I came up with a material
that can be useful in industry. Chrysler is
currently testing it to make cam followers
for car engines." Sullivan explains that
these are the engine parts most susceptible ··
to wear when improperly lubricated. His
new parts show no apparent wear after
100,000 miles - good news for drivers
who do not like to wait while their cars
warm up.
· Other applications have included new
devices and techniques to detect hidden
explosives, handle nuclear waste and treat .
cancer. One procedure promises to cleanse .
blood banks of the virus that causes AIDS. ·
The ultimate significance of the commercial spin-offs is impossible to predict, ·
given the program's uncertain future. Thal
it may come to rival the contributions of the
space progr.im seems unlikely; Coming
Ware and Tang are, after all. tough acts to
follow. According to a study released by the
Heritage Foundation, the total market value
of SDI spin-offs could total $5 trillion to
$20 trillion - an estimate that. in its way,
seems as uncertain as the postulate that the
program itself will cost more than 51 billion. Sometimes it seems that among the .
most common spin-offs are imaginary ,
numbers.
But the spin-off issue does touch on a
larger, doubtless more imponant concern.
SDI opponents such as the Union of Concerned Scientists and the Council on Economic Priorities claim that military research and development already consume
far too much money and occupy far too
many talented people, that these tandem
drains hurt scientific progress at home and
economic competitiveness abroad. Some
even call military research "junk science;
driven by narrow considerations and forced f
to concentrate only on what the military,
deems interesting.
1.
Others find the problem less a matter of
money and skill than of spirit. Says a senior scientist who works on SDI: "I was
amazed, when reading the classified ver•,
sion of a repon Ion the program's feasibility I, to find a little notation that said, basically. the authors were appalled at ho,,
conservatiVI! and negative the Arncricai
scientific community _had become."

I
~
~

!ll

~

Ceramic cam follower (imet) for automotiw engine Im roots in defense research.

,!

r

here's no way you can
spend $4 billion a year
without coming up with
little odds and ends that
other people will find useful."

So avows John E. Pike
of the Federation of American Scientists.
The money he refers to is the Strategic
Defense Initiative annual budget; the little
odds and ends are known in Pentagonese
as "commercial spin-offs" - products and
technologies that have made their way into
· the civilian economy. To date, spin-offs
.have included items with a variety of medi. . cal and industriai uses.' And they have be. come one of the more emotionally charged
aspects of the SDI debate.
"I think it's repulsive the way they use
. a $14 million (medical) laser to justify the
whole program:• says Charles Monfon,
Washington director of the Union of Concerned Scientists.
Counters Air Force Maj. Alan Freitag
at the Pentagon headquarters of the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization: "Nobody's using it to justify anything. All
,_ we're doing is complying with a congres1_ sionally mandated program."
Adds a senior physicist at Los Alamos
National Laboratory: "If you're getting
cancer therapy or getting a blood transfusion and you know that the blood has no
-AIDS virus, you 're not going to give a
,1-,11,., whc-re the technology came from."
' ,... · '\ . Ahr:ih:tm-

son. the SDI director. established within his
organization an Office of Technology Applications. As he told a congressional hearing in March, he took the action in response
to the provisions of the Technology Innovations Act of 1986, which requires government agencies engaged in research to make
results publicly available for commercial
use whenever possible. Since then, a number of promising technologies and items
have found their way into the civilian sector; not surprisingly, the folks at SDI are
happy to talk about it.
Air Force Col. James A. Ball, who
directs the technology applications program, explains that the key is a computer,
"available by modem to any qualified
American."To gain access to the data base.
. one need only certify U.S. citizenship and
professional interest and promise not to
disclose the technology to foreigners . The
Technology Applications lnfonnation System, as it is called. is entirely unclassified.
Ball says that the system is still under
development. But he points to a number of
areas in which SDl-dcveioped tt:chnologies
have had civilian impact. Scientists in
Gainesville. Fla .• working on silicon gels
for space-based laser mirrors discovered
that the materials had uses in onhopedic
surgery and dental reconstruction. The gel
is now marketed under the name Bioglass
and may, according to unsubstantiated rumor. also be useful for breast enlargements.
Strategic Defense Initiative laser research
has generated a program with its own fund-

!

-Philip Gui.
INSIGITT / OCT'OBER 3. I"'

Services Committee, had said that the
House bill would "take the stars out of star
wars;• he decided to veto the bill.
A further attempt to take the stars out of
star wars may be a proposal backed by Sam
Nunn, a Georgia Democrat and chairman
of the Senate Anned Services Committee,
to deploy a small, ground-based system
allowable . under the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile lreaty, to provide limited protection against small or accidental missile
launches. Codcvilla, author of "While Others Build: A Commonsense Approach to
the Strategic Defense Initiative" and for
nearly 10 years a staff member of the Senate Intelligence Committee, says: "It makes
sense only if it leads to something larger."
He doubts that it will.
In fact, it seems highly unlikely that
even the advocates of the Accidental
Launch Protection System intend it to lead
anywhere. Says Monfort: "I think we'll be
seeing enonnous pressure to deploy something, just to prove we got something for
all the money."
,
SDI as a specific program may well be
moribund, but if the history of missile defense shows little save abortive efforts, it
also shows that the idea never really goes
away. It further demonstrates that the problem of missile defense is actually three
problems, constantly interacting, and that
it matters not only to understand them sep- ~
arately but also to see how they relate.
I
The first problem is ballistic missile defense. It is a matter of physics and engineer- l! ~
ing. Critics claim it can never be done;
some supporters argue that it could have <
been achieved long ago. Whatever the tech- ~
nical issues, ballistic missile defense also LIRr platform simulator; research on defense plan ~ mired in debate.
has a profound strategic and moral component the possibility of moving the world
The third matter is both political and says Edward Teller, the physicist who
cultural: why popular debates over ballistic helped develop the atom bomb and hydroaway from purely offensive deterrence from hostage-taking on a planetary scale- missile defense and nuclear matters in gen- gen bomb and favors strategic defense.
The fate of the Strategic Defense Initiaeral inevitably take on an Alice in Wonderto a less potentially apocalyptic stance. Advocates such as retired Lt. Gen. Daniel 0. land quality. Words mean whatever one tive as a specific program will probably be
Graham, founder of High Frontier, a pri- wants them to mean; assumptions both sci- determined over the next few weeks, as the
vate pro-missile-defense lobby, urge early entific and political quickJy become con- Pentagon and Congress make their respecdeployment, with or without Soviet con- clusions held with religious fervor, and tive decisions. Congress must deal with the
currence or participation. Other advocates, facts consistently prove less imponant than de fense budget: the Pentagon's Defense
such as physicist Freeman Dyson, prefer a images and raw- emotions. One possible Acquisition Board is scheduled to meet on
missile defense coupled with active arms answer lies in the extreme technical com- the i;ubject in October. President Reagan
control of offensive systems. These teth- plexity of the subject: few have either the may or may not take unilateral action, deered matters of feasibility and morality pre- necessary expertise to render informed pending on (among other things) George
dated the Reagan years and will remain judgment or the time to do so. Emotions Bush's progress against Michael S. Duconnected with nuclear problems. analysts kakis . But, whatever happens, one thing is
long after January 1989.
The second problem is as much political such as psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton point certain. The fundamental issues - the moas technical. Why do missile defense pro- out, can be extremely volatile and deep- rality of deterrence. the possibility of de. grams develop as they do? Specifically, rooted. AH of which raises a fundamental fense. the difficulty of rational discussion
how has SDI CYOlved since 1983, and what question: Is it in fact possible to conduct a about nuclear weapons - are not about to
go away.
does this say about the possibility of a rational public debate on any nuclear issue?
"To quote a light opera, hardly ever,"
sustained effort to achieve defense?
- Philip Gold
INSIGHT t OCI'OBER 3. 1988
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Biggest SDI Fi~
Is Still on Groun<
ch
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ened such limitless response. And r
Soviet scientists, in a show of ec,
concern, have warned that U.S.
experiments could litter space ,
much debris that it could block the
lower planetary temperatures. (T.
this phenomenon "space winter.")
Within the defense and foreig1
bureaucracies, many have found :
ident ·s vision an unacceptable t!
business as usual and their inst'
spending preferences. None of t.
military services has the exclusive
of defense against nuclear attac .....
Soviet Union. a separate branch of t
tary handles it.) SDI also complil
arms control analysis and negotia:
cesses - trades in which thousai:
made careers. And in missile defer·
gress found a partisan issue oi
plasticity-and usefulness.
Today. many claim that Reaga,
will not outlive his administration .
won," says Charles Monfort, Wa,
director of the liberal Union of C ·
Scientists. an opponent of the ir
"It's deader than a dead duck;' sa\',
Codevilla, a senior research felil,Hoover Institution and an ardent su
Monfort attributes the opposition \
to effective lobbying and comm,
Codevilla sees failure stemming fr.
gan ·s insufficient commitment ti.,
proposal to force it upon a recalcit1.
tary.
Whoever is right, it seems cle:: ,

SUMMARY: In March 1983 President Reagan proposed the Strategic
Defense lnltlathe, which consolldated se,,eral defense programs that
dated back to Eisenhower and Nixon. Understandably, llberal critics
find the plan abhorrent. But, for different reasons, so do the defense
and foreign pollcy bureaucracies. "Star wars" has bad to take It on the
chin, and Its fata la In the hands of the Pentagon and ~ngreas.

- - ive and a half years and $ 13
billion ago, Ronald Reagan
decided that it might be a
useful and a moral thing to
render one of mankind's
nastier weapons - the nuclear-tipped ballistic missile
- "impotent and obsolete." He made a
speech to that effect, and everyone agreed.
Everyone, that is, but the Pentagon, the
Congress. the arms controllers, the media,
the Democrats, the antinuclear left, inveterate Reagan-haters, the Soviet Union and
most of the rest of the world.
The people of the United States agreed.
Surveys show that the electorate favors missile defense, at least as a concept, by a
margin of roughly 3-to- I. Yet, somehow,
this proclivity never translated into sustainable popular support. Says one engineer
who works on missile defense, sighing:
"Reagan might have done better if he 'd
tried to pay for it by asking people to recycle their cans."
To be sure, missile defense was no new
idea. Presidents from Eisenhower to Nixon
had supported work on various systems;
even after the United States abandoned active deployment in 1975, research contin-

nuclear deterrence unstable and abhorrent
now labeled defense the same. Even the
National.Conference of Catholic Bishops.
no great friend of deterrence. has decreed
missile defense morally questionable.
At the strategic level. those who had
emphasized the innate military superiority
of the United States and benevolent Soviet
intent now found the Soviet Union suddenly technologically capable of instantly
countering any U.S. innovation and deadly
serious about doing so, regardless of cost.
The Soviet Union, predictably, has threat-

ued in odd comers of the defense establish-

Strategic Defe nse Initiative has

ment. Reagan 's March 1983 speech consolidated and refocused these programs as
the Strategic Defense Initiative - or to its
detractors. "star wars."
Nor was the moral premise behind Reagan's vision - that it is better to save lives
than to avenge them - a revolutionary concep{. It lies at the base of Western notions
of just war, indeed, any state's first duty is
to protect the lives of its members. But,
judging from the vitriol of the opposition,
one might have thought that the president
had proposed cannibalism on the White
House steps. Liberal critics who had found

hard times. Recent Pentagon stut'
proposed major changes in the r,
ostensible purpose: from erectin!'.
prehensive defense based in spac,
Earth to a light defense that few (
be improved as the decades go by. C
has not only slashed funding but i
how the money can be spent - rn,
fcmner Assistant Secretary of
Richard N. Perle says influenced I<
veto the fiscal 1989 defense auth1
bill .._According to Perle, when !'
ident heard that Democrat Les ,-.
Wisconsin, chairman of the Houst

I

...
~

~

~
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Reagan speaking on SDI last winter
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Whether or not Hafif had good reason to
draw attention to his case while it was still
under seal, he says the U.S. district judge
who is handling the Stealth case has now
given him the go-ahead to deal with the
press however he pleases. In July. the
judge declined Northrop's motion to dismiss the case because of Halif's grandstanqing. Hafif says the judge declared that
there are no restrictions on the way the
case should be pursued in the press.
Bonner says the judge was far less supportive of Hafif's conduct, although he declined to say exactly what the judge
ruled-or even who the judge was, since
the case is still under seal. Hafif maintains
that he has been completely absolved of the
grandstanding charge. "We won our motion," he says. "They spent a bundle of
---bucks to suppress our right to talk. We hit
'em right back between the eyes."

laremont lawyer
Robert S. Killxmze arrived at
the courtJwuse with boxes of
MX. missileparts in an
armoredair.

AFw·s <.:OLLEAGUF.s in the tiny false
claims bar are divided in their opinions of him. In an interview, Phillips
declined to comment about Hafif or the
cases he has filed. But he does say emphatically that publicizing cases while they
are still under seal is at odds with the law's
intent to allow the government to investigate the ·charges in secret. In a profile of
Hafif in The Wall Street Jounzal in May,
Phillips questioned Hafif's competence.
Referring to the dismissal of the Hyatt
case, Phillips noted that a "thorough attorney" couldn't have missed a front-page

story in the Los A11}(elcs Times a few days
before Halif tiled his case. which reported
the just-enacted amendments to the False
Claims Act and the date they would take
effect.
On the other hand, Ramsey. who is now
representing Hyatt in an appeal from the
dismissal of the MX missile suit, is willing

H
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to forgi,·e Hatif that mistake. Ramsey also
isn't as quirk to dismiss Halif's suspicions ·
about the gm·ernment's moti,·cs.
"I really have nothing against Herb
Hatif." Ramsey says. "And I can certainly
appreriate his problems. In half of these
cases the go\'ernment is guilty of malfeasance. i\lan~: times it \ outright fraud that
purchasing officers are knowingly in\'ol,·ed
in. In most cases. purchasing officers at
least" went to great pains not to find out
about irregularities in billing."
Ramsey. who has had to struggle against
stonewalling in his suit against i\klJonnell
Douglas. says '.'Jorthrop and the Pentagon
ha,·e gi\'en Hatif a much tougher time. 13ut
through Hatif's efforts. Congress en.• ntually held hearings on the !\IX missile program. and Northrop's chairman ended up
on CBS's (in Mi1111/cs admitting there had
been discrepancies in the testing of MX
missile guidance systems.
i\leanwhile. the criminal irwestigation of
Northrop appears to be moving ahead. The
lntest reported search of Northrop's c l •ctronics chi~ion in Hawthorne was carried
out by Fl31 agent s in late .·\ugu~t.
"If they hm·e the information and won 't
giw it to you. you ha,·e to de,·elop method:-:
to put some pressure on the gon:rnment. "
lfamsey sm·s. "That's wlmt [Hatifl was
doii1g. tryi,;g to put some pressure. . . .
And tht;:> fet·clhc1ck I \\·as getting \\'as that it
\\'a s ,rnrkin).!. I think if he'd been quiet c111d
followed the direction of the ~m·ernment.
none of this would ha\'e come to light. ..

...
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A~Slt:H/MENT

I, Alnn

c.

Kolb, of 9300 Ardmore Road, Landover,

Maryland, do hereby irrevocably sign, trannrcr and 3et
over to Horack Co., a partnership of which the unders1Rned
and Raymond

c.

~

-

O'Rourke are equal partners, all

or

my

right, title and interest in and to 13,250 shares of
common stock or Maxwell Laboratorie~, Inc.
The above described share~

or

Maxwell Laboratories,

Inc. are presently held 1n escrow, pursuant to the
regulations or the Commissioner
State

or

or

Corporations

or

the

California, and I hereby covenant and agree to

transfer said shnrea to Rorack Co. immediately ~pon the
release or said shares trom escrow, it being agreed and

intended hereby that Rorack Co. has and shall have all of
the ownership rights 1n and to said shares as ot the date
hereof, subject 9nly to the escrow arrangements made with
the Commissioner or Corporationa or the State or California.
This assignment 1s irrevocable on the part or the
underaigned and is coupled with an interest.

The undersigned further agrees to execute and deliver
such other agreements or aosignments as shall be nece9sary
or desirable to effect this assignment and transfer said
ahareo to Horack

co.,

an~ to take sucn other action as

Roraak Co. ~hall require for the purposes hereof.

EXECUTED as a se~led instrument as or the r1rot day
or January, 1967.

8835 Balboa Avenue
San Dieg~, CA 92123
March 9, 1984

Dr. Raymond C. O'Rourke

7949 Lowry Terrace
La Jolla, California
Re:

92037

Rorack

Dear Ray:
This letter confirms our agreement to distribute to
each of us one-half (6,750 shares) of the 13,500 shares of
Maxwell stock held by Rorack and r~presented by Maxwell stock
certificate Nos. 238 and 789. As we have agreed, the exercise
of "dissenters rights" on behalf of Rorack under the California
Corporations Code with respect to the merger of Maxwell and
S-Cubed was made as to one-half or 6,750 of the 13,500 shares
of Maxwell stock held of record by Rorack. In accordance with
our agreement, the 6,750 "dissenting shares" will be distributed
to 7.ou and none of the 6,750 shares to be distributed to me will
be 'dissenting shares." The gain realized as a·. result of -the .
distribution of the "dissenting shares" to you and payment by
Maxwell for the "dissenting shares" distributed to you will be
recognized and reported solely by you for Federal and State
income tax purposes.
The distribution of Rorack's Maxwell shares to you
and me pursuant to this lette~ agreement will not prevent either
of us from continuing to pursue any other matters or issues
relating to our involvement in the Rorack partnership, except
for the income tax allocation described above.
By signing this letter agreement, we each agree to
sign on behalf of Rorack appropriate stock assignments separate
from certificate to effect the distribution of Maxwell shares
to you and me. Please sign both copies of this letter, retain
one for your records, and give one to Dave Evans for my records.

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED:
\

Raymond C. O'Rourke

Date:

April .5 ,. 1984

8835 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
March 9, 1984

Dr . Raymond C. O'Rourke
7949 Lowry Terrace
La Jolla, California 92037
·Re:

Rorack

Dear Ray:
This letter confirms our agreement to distribute to
each of us one-half (6,750 shares) of the 13,500 shares of
Maxwell stock held by Rorack and represented by Maxwell stock
certificate Nos. 238 and 789. As we have agreed, the exercise
of "dissenters rights" on behalf of Rorack under the California
Corporations Code with respect to the merger of Maxwell and
S-Cubed was made as to one-half or 6,750 of the 13,500 shares
of Maxwell stock held of record by Rorack. In accordance with
our agreement, the 6,150 "dissenting shares" will be distributed
to you and none of the 6,750 shares to be distributed to me will
be "dissenting shares." The gain realized as a result of the
distribution of the "dissenting shares" to you and payment by
Maxwell for the "dissenting shares" distributed to you will be
recognized and reported solely by you for Federal and State
income tax purposes.
The distribution of Rorack's Maxwell shares to you
and me pursuant to this letter agreement will not prevent either
of us from continuing to pursue any other matters or issues
relating to our involvement in the Rorack partnership, except
for the income tax allocation described above.
By signing this letter agreement, · we each agree to
sign on behalf of Rorack appropriate stock assignments separate
from certificate to effect the distribution of Maxwell shares
to you and me. Please sign both copies of ~his letter, retain
one for your records, and give one-to Dave Evans for my records.

V~yo~•i~
Alan C. Kolb

Date:

EXHH31T

E

Auomey at Law
7919 Lowry Ter.• La Jolla. ulif. 92037
(619) ~59-7510

5/9/84

Dave Evans
c/o Bateman, Eichler
La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Dear Dave:

Please use the following as the escrow terms for the
o/tribution of Rorack's lJ,500 shares of Maxwell stock.
;/'1. Please hold all documents signed by Dr. Raymond O'Rourke
in your possession at B~t~!TlM• Eichler as an escrow until you
receive from Maxwell a 'e'Y.:-b.fit; · check for $14 J, 4 J 7. 50, the
cost of 6,750 Maxwell Dissenter shares at $21.25. When you
have such check in your possession, you may give Alan Kolb, all
the papers to be signed· and which have been signed by Dr. Raymond
O'Rourke and Alan.
/

/4.:~tion
Alan must assure Ray that Maxwell has no forthcoming
against Raymond O'Rourke for any reason in regard

legal
to
protecting Rorack, Rorack's Maxwell's shares, and Rorack's
shareholder rights in Maxwell. Alan must make such statement
as Maxwell's Chairman of the Board and a partner in Horack.
Furthermore, Alan must assure Raymond that Parker, Milliken, Clark,
O'Hara & Samuelian is not intending to do such either. In particular, as Alan k~ows, such law firm either was or remains Rorack's
legal counsel of record.

/4eitherAlanpresently
must tell Ray if he knows of any third party who is
or prospectively interfering with Ray's plans

for Directed Energy Work in Albuquerque or La Jolla. It is to
be understood that Mrs. O'Rourke does not want to incur the expenses
associated with such work, if such is already a futile possibility
because of the actions of any third party. Alan may simply say,
"Yes, there are some problems that way" or any other general remark
which would protect Ray and M~ O'Rourke from spending money on
futile projects, ie., because of n~gative U.S. Government interests.

A

It is to be understood that Ray and Dick Ayres may undertake
any number of competitive projects with Maxwell on Directed Energy
or Magneform projects, so that if Alan has any complaints about such
or does not want Ray or Ayres involved in certain areas, Al3l1 must
express this, i.e., in a general way, "Yes, there could be some
problems ... I would prefer ... why don't you do this?"

L
v?·

c1tJ4.:*'J

_·

.

When Dave Evans receives the QQrtifi~ check referred :o aoove
( or better a cashier ' s check), he is to purchase up to l ~. ~•: O new
Maxwell shares it being understood that roughly ten to -:H~ - ·:~ . .
thousand of su~h shares will be paid for out of the c2..s:-. :. ·: :- 3 C.'.'. ec::
and the balance put on a margin account with Bateman,:: :..: · > ::-.

EXHIBIT H

-2-

5/9/84

Dave· Evans
'

/

Dave Evans is to put a check mark (red-pencil, or blue pencil,
pen) by every paragraph listed above in order to prove that
such statements were read to and understood by the two partners
in Rorack, Dr. Ray O'Rourke and Dr. Alan Kolb.

~~

Sincerely,

AO:j

April 5, 1984
r

Albert O. O'Rourke, Esq.
7949 Lowry Terrace
La Jolla, California 92037
Dear Mr. O'Rourke:
In connection with that certain letter agreement
dated March 9, 1984 between Dr. Raymond c. O'Rourke and me
relat~ng to the 13,500 shares of Maxwell stock held by
Rorack, I would like to acknowledge to you that you endeavored to perfect •dissenter's rights• on behalf of Rorack
with respect to all of said shares with the view of protecting my interests, as well as the interests of Dr. O'Rourke,
and you have advised me that the rights which you endeavored
to exercise may be effective with respect to all of said
shares and not just the 6,750 shares which have been allocated to Dr. O'Rourke pursuant to said letter agreement.
Notwithstanding your efforts and your opinion, I have on my
own volition determined not to proceed with the perfection
of dissenter's rights with respect to my one·-half of the
13,500 shares. I further acknowledge that the 6,750 shares
allocable to me may have been entitled to be sold to Maxwell
· at $21.25 per share had I chosen to proceed with the perfection of dissenter's rights with respect to the shares allocable to me.
Very truly yours, .

(JJfJ¥,. t, /4l,lr
Alan C. Kolb

7949 ~OWRt tEHRAC~
~AJU~uA CA 92037 03A~
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X-ray laser hype confirmed

).

As a longtime staff member of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, I
was very pleased with Deborah Blum's
detailed and accurate account Uuly/August 1988 Bulletin) of the controversy
at Livermore over the promise of the nuclear-pumped X-ray laser as a space
weapon for the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). I am also one of the scientists
at Livermore who had a chance to read
the classified letters that Edward Teller
and Lowell Wood, starting in 1983, sent
to various high government officials. It
has long been known that Teller and
Wood are extreme technological optimists and super salesmen for hypothetical
new weapons systems. Roy Woodruff,
the former manager of weapons research
at Livermore, has done the country a
great service by trying to expose the
gross hype and exaggeration used by
Teller and Wood in their efforts to convince Reagan administration officials
that a marvelous new space weapon was
imminent. Since the letters from Teller
and Wood are classified, they are not yet
available for scrutiny by scientists outside the weapons establishment. In fact,
the contents of these letters arc mostly
claims and promises that could easily be
declassified, and should be.
In December 1983, Teller stated in his
letter to Jay Keywotth, then presidential

science adviser, that the X-ray la!.er
weapon work was ready for the "engineering phase." A statement like this,
even from Edward Teller, means that the
lab was ready to build a prototype weapon. This was not true in 1983, and it
is not true now or in the foreseeable future. In December 1984 Teller made an
even more incredible claim in letters to
Paul Nitze and Robert Mcfarlane to the
effect that one bomb could power many
independently targetable X-ray beams.
The General Accounting Office (GAO)
report requested by Cong. George Brown
("Accuracy of Statements Concerning
;DOE's X-Ray Laser Research Program,
June 1988") contains an important quote
from Teller's letter to Nitze: "For instance, a single X-ray module the size
of an executive desk which applied this
technology could potentially shoot down
the entire Soviet land-based missile force,
if it were to be launched into the module's field of view."
This kind of statement is fantasy and
science fiction. Yet this statement was
in a classified letter on Livermore stationery from a powerful and influential
scientist to the top U.S. arms negotiator.
Only Edward Teller could hope to have
such a wild claim be taken seriously.
Now that the X-ray laser controversy
has been thoroughly aired in the press
and in Congress, one hopes that this
kind of disgraceful overselling of a hypothetical weapon will not happen again.
There is nothing wrong with a careful,
long-range research program on the eventual possibilities of a nuclear-pumped
X-ray laser, but it should not be used
as a means to sell SDI or to block nu-·
clear arms control agreements.
Hugh E. DeWitt
Lawrence Livermore Natj~nal
Laborat~ry
Livermore, California

Teller's heavy hand
Deborah Blum's article brings back
some not-so-pleasant memories of the
early 1950s. I see Edward Teller is still
the undauntable godfather who can and
will bring about the elimination of those
who dare to differ with him.

Ro bert O ppenheimer was a brillianphysicist. an able administrator, and ,;
concerned human being. He was something of a national hero who was admired for his outstanding contributior.
to the Manhattan Project and respected
for his humanistic concern for a sane
nuclear policy. With the aid of Sen. Joe
McCarthy, Teller successfully destroyed
this great and noble man. Joe McCarthy
has long since passed on to his rewards.
but Teller's heavy hand is still with us to
take care of the likes of Roy Woodruff.
·
Clare.nee M . Cunningham
Stillwater, OkJahoma

GITSM every time
The GITSM (government-industry-tech•
nologists-secrecy-media) phenomenon i~
a virulent variant of Eisenhower's mil,
tary-industrial complex. In a GITSM.
government (usually the military) and
industry jointly propose a project that
will enrich them. They pick a technology area where the money is good and
pay technologists, think tanks, and so
forth to assist and bless the project.
If the project is unsound and public
scrutiny gets tough, the military and industry invoke whatever secrecy is necessary to protect them from the legitimate
scientific community. Then, while citing
the endorsements of the project by their
captive technologists, the two feed the
media information - such as the cartoons showing the Strategic Defense lnitiative (SDI ) in "action'!-that is designed
to win public and congressional approv·
- al. The media become a crucial fleet of
pawns that promote and help make the
project appear legitimate.
To the extent that the perpetrators
can execute a GITSM , the scheme is
perfect for proposing military systems
that could not possibly be built before
the year 2050, and analyzing how well
these would defend against weapons designed in 1975. Military and space systems are generally excellent candidates
for GITSMs but combining the two into
futuristic mil itary space systems like SDI
is fantastically ideal.
As military systems, such combina-

•

PERATION ILL WINO ,

the massive and still
unfolding Pentagon
bribery investigation,
isn't the only thing
sending chills up the spines of
military contractors. The False
Claims Act presents another far
more worrisome legal threat.
The act, 31 USC §3729 et seq, )
(1"ures private plaintiffs and their
\. lawyers into the crusaµe to root
out fraud in the sprawling military procurement system. The
BY MARK
incentive to litigate is mind-boggling enough to turn the head of every lawyer in the state.
Billions-theoretically even trillions-of dollars are potentially up for grabs.
A major overhaul of the False Claims Act iYt 1986 opened
the door for p_rivate suits involvin fraud against the gove m~nt. The amendments revived the mon un mco n aw,
act was called after President Abraham Lincoln urged
its passage during the Civil War when unscrupulous contrac-

1_

time. Federal prosecutors had
the option of taking o,·er a case
and kicking out the pri,·ate plaintiff who disclosed the illegal activity. Whistleblowers faced a
substantial risk of being left both
unemployed and penniless.
Whistleblowers who file a
claim these days aren't so easy to
kick around . Under the 1986
amendments. even if the government decides to take over the .
case, the private. or qui tam,
plaintiff can stay heavilv ill;
THOMPSON
vdlved-act1ange in the law that
has made odd bedfellows of 0~. attorneys and their private
sector co-counsel. Already there has been tension between
the two sides.
The amendments also dramatically hiked the potential reward. In contrast with the stingy 10 ercent maximum tip
available to previous generati
· t blowers, qui tam
plain ·
n pocket up > 25 erce of the total penalty 30 percent · the government chooses not to join the
cas .
enalty can run as high as $10,000 plus three
,ilmes the amount of the fraud .
,-As for the maJ.,,'llitude ol lraud against the government, the
Justice Department's own studies ha,·e concluded it could
account for as much as 10 pen-ent of the federal budget.
which has been running al roughly $1 trillion a year. "So
they're talking about a range of-$100 billion of fraud a year-

histkb/owers and

their lawyers are maneuvering
!IJ cas~ in on military fraud

-

ae

tors were delivering bullets loaded with sawdust and other

defective supplies to the Union army. The act was designed
to lure whistleblowers out of the woodwork by offering them
a sizable share of the loot restored to the gove:nment when
.
~ttl,ps reveal previouslv undisclosed fraud .
\
0 -i:'ew people, however, stepped forward to take advantage
of the law before 1986. It hardly would have been worth their

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MAX RAMIREZ

~

Mark Thompson, a lawyer. is senior writer of CALIFOWNIA LAwn:w. His mnst rrcmt/i·ature, "ls Apple 011/ 1111 a Limb?" fl/1/Jiwcd in AuJ(ttSI.
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GETTING IN ON THE· Acr
ESl'ITE THE APPARENT magnitude of the problem, good
cases under the False Claims Act are hard to come by, say
the few lawyers representing private litigants who have
blown the whistle on defense fraud.
The trouble begins with the would-be whistleblowers, says
John R. Phillips, a Los Angeles attorney considered the leading
expert in false claims litigation. "The kind of people you get coming through your door tend to be people who have a need to
confess, to find enemies somewhere, who have strong streaks of
paranoia, who are imbalanced human beings for one reason or
another," he says. Most of the rational people who know about
fraud genuinely fear retaliation by their employers and by the
defense industry as a whole, Phillips adds.
A 1986 overhaul of the act, however, boosted the reward for
disclosing fraud to as much as 30 percent of the ultimate penalty,
spawning a whole new breed of whistleblower. "They're the ones
who just do a clear, cold calculation of 'What's in it for me?' "
Phillips says. "Those tend to be the most credible people because they know they will succeed only if their facts are good."
Phillips, who is co-director of the Center for Law in the Public
Interest, an informal false claims clearinghouse in Los Angeles,
says there are still a lot of false leads. Of the 500 cases he has
received inquiries about, Phillips says, "99 percent turned out
not to be good cases."
Even "good" cases can be hard to litigate. Issues pop up every
step of the way that have not been litigated. Military contractors
hire waves of lawyers to defend them. And in defense industry
cases, crucial information invariably turns out to be classified or
privileged.
·
William Ramsey, an Encino attorney handling a case against
McDonnell Douglas that is probably at the most advanced stage
of all cases involving the military aerospace industry, says he has
logged 1,500 hours on behalf of his client, Rod Stillwell. In the
false claims case. McDonnell Douglas has pitted against him lawyers from four firms in Los Angeles and one in Washington, D. C.
For Ramsey, payday-if there ever is one-still could be a year
or more away.
"Most lawyers aren't hungry for that kind of contingency
work," says Guy Saperstein of Farnsworth, Saperstein & Seligman in Oakland. Saperstein is handling several false claim cases,

D

some of Hafif's tactics. Notifying the press

about his Stealth suit .while it was still under seal was "totally irresponsible," says
Bonner. "It's at odds with, if not the letter,
then certainly the spirit of the statute.
There's no question that kind of thing can
jeopardize, among other things, the possibility of criminal prosecution."
Bonner responds to Hafif's suggestion
that political pressures can derail cases
against military contractors by saying,
"I'm the U.S. attorney and I'm in charge of

including one announced in July alleging at least $15 million in
fraud at Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. Saperstein says he sat
in on a seminar about the False Claims Act at the recent American
Bar Association meeting in Toronto. and Phillips was the only
other lawyer in the room he recognized who had filed a false
claims case.
Interest in false claims cases could change dramatically in the
coming months. "Wait six months or a year after a few of these
cases come down and you start seeing stories about so-and-so
winning $5 million," says Ramsey.
That worries Phillips, who is credited with dreaming up the
1986 amendments that revived the long-forgotten False Claims
Act and opened the door to private plaintiffs and their lawyers.
He dreads the type of lawyers who might take up the offer.
"Hit-and-run artists-those who go in and think they are engaged in some type of litigation where you get the facts, file the
case and get the hell out quickly-are in for a big surprise," warns
Phillips. These "garbage" suits could discredit the law and provoke a backlash in Congress. he says.
Ramsey agrees that the temptation for disgruntled workers to
make frivolous claims is strong and that good cases are hard to
find . Since his suit against McDonnell Douglas has been under
way Ramsey has received many calls from aerospace industry
workers. "I have to separate a lot of chaff from the wheat," he
says.
Despite the warnings about their troubles with false claims cases, those who have already filed one suit are busily preparing
more. Saperstein, Phillips, Ramsey and Herbert Hafif. one of the
most visible false claims litigators, all have at least half a dozen
cases in the works, although they won't give an exact count since
many are still under seal.
No one is busier than the attorneys at Phillips's 12-attorney
public interest firm . The firm has as many as a dozen false claims
cases in progress. Its toll-free whistleblower hotline (1 -800-6FRAUD-6 in California and 1-800-2-FRAUD-2 outside the state)
and a steady stream of high-profile press coverage constantly
attract new clients. With a roster of outside associate counsel
ready to pitch in on cases. Phillips says his center has the capacity
to take a "virtually unlimited" number of false claims cases.
-MARK THOMPSON

this office. It's ridiculous to say that any
political pressure was brought on this office. It's an insult."
Indeed, Bonner wins wide praise for an
impressive string of convictions involving
defense fraud . But on the false claims cases with more than $200,000 at stake the
False Claims Unit in the Justice Department calls the shots, and Bonner's superiors in Washington have not always seen
eye to eye with him on how to handle defense fraud cases.
October 1988
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As one of his last acts as attorney general. Edwin Meese snubbed Bonner by offering his "profound apology" for a
"wrongful indictment" to James Beggs,
the former head of General Dynamics,
who was charged by Bonner in a case later
dropped. Bonner has no apologies for the
wav he handled the case. As for Meese's
re~1ark. he says, ''!'m not troubled by it.
. . . But I wasn't consulted about it,
either."
Co,,tinued 011 page 121
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Phillips. who has filed perhaps half a dozen
false claims cases. some of which are still
under seal. Their only shortcoming is the
lack of time they can devote to any one case
in their buri;teoning case load . Phillips says,
a problem that the Center for Law in the
Public Interest helps overcome by working
hard to present them with well-documented cases.
"Our approach is to be as totally cooperative as possible," Phillips says. He adds
pointedly, "It is a serious mistake, a tactical error, to view the government as the
enemy."
Other lawyers believe it is naive to assume that the government isn't peppered
with enemies of false claims cases. Herbert Hafif. a Claremont attorney and former president of the California Trial Lawyers Association. is the chief proponent of
the.,.:1&2ressive appr29ch to litigating false
claims cases. "lfs oor a field for the weak,"
says Hafif. "Ws like fighting lions without a

s ~."
.__
As Hafif sees it. the Justice Department
is not necessarily the benign presence that
Phillips makes it out to be. Powerful people
in the Pentagon and their supporters in the
military-minded Reagan administration
have every interest in seeing whistleblower lawsuits fail, Hafif contends. T
n
P.
at make stran e thin s ha pe,n to false claims cases involving favored
nulitary projects, ne says.
A~·1r HAS FILEU the most sensational false claims suits so far against
,,
the biggest targets in the military
procurement system. He has initiated actions alleging fraud in the Northrop Corp.'s
Stealth bomber and components for the
MX and cruise missiles, which together
~
·· suggest the company has incorrectly
charged the government as much as $1 bil.,
lion for weapons that do not work .
:
Those weapons systems, which are
- I
among the costliest in the Pentagon's arsenal, are latter-day_equivalents of the
..
Union army's sawdust-filled bullets. Hafif
contends. The MX missile, for one, "is as
likely to land in Chicago as in Moscow,"
Hafif says.
In early October 1986, Hafif filed a false
.I
claims complaint on behalf of former
· · ,· Northrop engineer Brian Hyatt. who
claimed that Northrop had improperly handled parts for the MX's inertial measuring
unit, a basketball-sized device that is the
· brain of the missile's guidance system. The
false claims case was eventually dismissed
because Hafif had tiled it a few weeks be: ..
fore the 1986 amendments went into efI
fect. Under the old law, Hyatt couldn't sue
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Wifornia, with $35
:billion ayw in defense
contracts, is lwme to much of
•thefa/se claims litigation.

over fraud that the government already
knew about, and the government was
aware of the concerns about MX parts becauseHyatthadalreadytoldofficialsshortly before he was fired by Northrop. Under
the new law, Hyatt could have stayed in the
case because he was the original source of
the information.
The dismissal doesn't mean Northrop is
free of Hafif. He has several other false
claims suits in the works, including one alleging that Northrop employees destroyed
internal audit documents disclosing $400
. million in false labor charges on th~ topsecret Stealth bomber. The false costs
may go as high as $1 billion, the plaintiffs
allege.
Government officials and spokesmen for
Northrop say action to root out much of the
fraud at Northrop was well under way before Hafif came on the scene. But the pace
of the investigations has certainly picked
up recently. A series of other legal mo\'es
against Northrop has followed in the wake
of the charges aired in Hatif's suits. In August 1987, the government tiled its own
civil false claims suit in\'Olving allei;tedly fietitious tests on the M~ missile guidance
system. A i;trand jury, meanwhile. has
been overseeing a criminal investigation Qf
Northrop involving its work on the missile
guidance device.
Hafif and another lawyer in his firm . Robert S. Kilborne, have done what thev can
to keep the government's feet to the fire.
For example, when the grand jury subpoenaed the MX missile parts that Kilborne
CALIFORNIA LAWYER

said a client had recovered from ;.
dumpster and turned over to him, Ki,
notified television reporters, who whand to record his arrival at the coun
for his grand jury appearance with th
es of parts in an armored car. Hat
called the media about his Stealt
shortly after he filed it and while it w
under seal.
Hafif says he has very good reasc
bringing the glare of publicity to bear
cases, and for occasionally having tc
the government to act. The forces
fighting would bury him and his com1
if he didn't play hardball, he says. F,
thing, the defendants in the action
platoons of top-notch lawyers to ob
the suit. "Tremendous deductible m
can be thrown in against you," he
"You're dealing with something thaf
gantuan."
l\loreoYer, Hafif adds, the governr
filled with people out to sabotage
claims suits. "You can't feed informa1
the wrong people," he says. If he
publicized the Stealth suit. he sa~
gO\·ernment would have clamped a lill
crecy over a matter involving a radar
ing bomber so secret that until rec<
wasn't even acknowledged to exis,
says the suit never would have been
from ai;tain.
On the other hand, Hafif says 1:
worked on some cases that proir
smoothly enough that he hasn't nee,
draw attention to them. When one
most recent false claims suits was p
turely disclosed, Hafif says he wa
tremely upset." The suit. which a,
General Dynamics Corp. of fraud in
tract to produce the Navy's Phalam
missile gun. was filed September
briefly unsealed by a court clerk.
could have been disastrous," Hatit
"Leaks like that can destroy the op;
nity to seize documents. Along with ,,
puter, everyone has a shredding mar1
Hatif insists he has a good worki11 l
tionship with the U.S. attorney's 0 11
Los Angeles now that the two sidl' .
gotten over their initial wariness 1,:
other. Nonetheless, he's ever alert 1
dications of government backslidin _
he regularly sees ominous signs. "\,
suspicious." Hatif says, "when yo·
Reagan having dinner with [N01
Chairman] Thomas V. Jones and th,
--da\' a motion is tiled to dismiss w•t
That's enough to create skepticism '
people of strong faith."
BonQer, the U.S. attorney in Los.
les. refused to comment directly ;
Hafif. But he takes strong excepti,

file its latest amended complaint by the end
of September. with the case headed for
trial perhaps by early next year.
"My guy knew about the tip of the iceberg. We 've uncovered more of the iceberg,·• says Ramsey, whose client is in line
to t:u,,...-trl"ll'n~ big chunk of the whole
,-mt111r-1a potentia maximum share of
160.5 million, to be recise.
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other in bringing a case to trial.
ovout and access,
e the private lawyer contn ut
C
vided attention and entrepreneurial zeal.
For William R. Ramsey and his client,
Rod Stillwell, the relationship between attorneys appears to be working according
to that design. Stillwell could be the first to
hit the jackpot under the False Claims Act.
Ramsey, an Encino practitioner, began
representing Stillwell in a wrongful discharge case filed against McDonnell Douglas in state court in 1984. In early 1987,
Ramsey followed up the stalled state case
with a federal suit under the False Claims
Act claiming that McDonnell Douglas had
defrauded the government on a contract
for the Apache attack helicopter.

It took more than a year, but eventually
the Justice Department joined the litigation. Since then the scandal has widened to
involve more than the original allegations.
The suit now contends that McDonnell
Douglas cheated the Army out of $214 million, Ramsey says. The government was to

fs not afield for the
weak,' Sll)5 Herberl Hafifof
Claremont. 'Ifs likefighting
lions without aSUK»'d.'
,.

1k

o SURE. the litigation has not been
an easy ride for Ramsey. And with
every step also a push into new legal
territory, Ramsey and his client have a long
way to go before they pocket a dime. Ramsey has logged more than 1. 000 hours so
far on behalf of Stillwell's false claims case.
and another 500 hours on a related wrongful discharge action. "I certainly have much
more time than either of the government
attorneys," he says. explaining that one
.. federal prosecutor in Washington and an. other in Los Angeles have been assigned
to the case .
Nonetheless, no matter who does most
of the work, the statute says that when the
government takes over a case, it has "primary responsibility for prosecuting the action." In the Stillwell case, the government
has tended to interpret that to mean Ramsey should sta}' on the sidelines. ButJudge
William D. Keller. the U.S. district judge
in Los Angeles who is handling the case,
has seen it differently. He ruled August 1
that the Air Force had to show Ramsey all
the materials McDonnell Douglas has
turned over to the government. Attorneys
for McDonnell Douglas, the Air Force and
the Justice Department opposed letting
Ramsey see the material. But by mid-August. he had taken possession of two drawers of files.
The private lawyers can find plenty of
. evidence in the law that they are supposed
to play an aggressive role in the litigation.
The legislative history notes that the purpose of the measure was to encourage private citizens to go after fraud that understaffed federal authorities have ignored.
Even when federal prosecutors agree to
join a case. the report pointed out that the
private litigants have "full party status,"
enabling them "to keep pressure on the
government to pursue the case in a diligent
fashion ."
There is a sharp split amon~ lawyers w h o /
have filed false claims cases over just how
much pressure should be applied. Phillips
contends that a little pressure goes a long
~ - Los Angeles (f .S. Attorney Robert
C. Bonner and his in-house false claims
specialist, Assistant U.S. Attorney Howard Daniels, are "excell&nt" partners, says
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and this is a 10-year statute so it covers
fraud going back 10 years," notes John R.
Phillips, co-director of lhe Center for Law
in the Public Interest rn Los Angeles and
the lawyer who conceived and helped draft
the 1986 amendments. The law covers
fraud against any branch of government.
But looking at the defense industry in Los
Angeles alone, Phillips observes, "you
could have billions of dollars of claims."
Once the first large awards come down,
Phillips predicts the public's interest "will
explode like the appeal of the lottery."
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HERE HAVE BEEN no blockbuster set•

tlements yet. Only one case has
been resolved so far. In April, a doc•
tor who blew the whistle on Medicare
fraud at a La Jolla medical clinic won
$88,000, and his attorneys at the public in•
terest law center were awarded $100,000.
d.lll.Ql~~:._rhas won a dime der e False
Cl~s Act, an
as been no fl
f
li~till, about
ave been
filed with the Justice Department section
that has primary responsibility for screen·
ing qui tam claims. And, on average, two
new cases a week are trickling in.
Not surprisingly, California, with its $35
billion a year in defense contracts, is home
to a disproportionate share of false claims
litigation. Perhaps a quarter of all the cases
nationwide come from the federal judicial
district encompassing Los Angeles, Phillips estimate~. And two-thirds of all the
cases, he adds, involve defense contracts.
A whistleblower can launch a false claims
case under 31 USC §3730and Fed R Civ P
4(d)(4) by filing with the Justice Depart•
ment a complaint and disclosure statement ·
presenting evidence of the alleged fraud.
The cases must be filed under seal, and the
'J~1ce bepartment has® days to investigate quietly and decide whether to join the
litigation.
,,. A Justice Department regulation promulgated under the law specifies that local
U.S. attorneys' offices have full decisionmaking authority over cases in which the
claim is less than $200,000. In practice,
that low threshold bumps virtually all cases
into the Justice Department, which has
given some U.S. attorneys' offices more
involvement in investigating and screening
bigger cases.
The government can decide not to join a
case for a variety of reasons. Occasionally,
federal prosecutors may decide a claim has
merit but that private lawyers can adequately handle the matter, says a Justice
_Department official involved in handling
false claims cases. In several cases, the
government has moved to dismiss a qui
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tam suit on the grounds that the
rooted out by government in
without the help of the w ·
Most often, the Justice Departrnm■
mines the <;ase ~~e~
declines to join the su1 .
t
about~~~~r~ofthe cases
ernmen has
e rnves6ga ·
ficial says.
:·
"A few are very good cas
thought out and well investiga
the Justice Department official; '
fused to be identified. "But ·
they've taken a disgruntled
say-so and filed the suit." Justice
ment officials are frustrated that
torneys in the !:'Ommercial Ii ·
tion, which handles false ·
have spent one-quarter of their ·
tam suits and have recovered no
the fraud suits Justice De
- neys initiated. the governrnem•
covered $130 million in recent ·
Idea!Jx, the government pro
private attorney general com

